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Challenge 1 – Times tables 

Can you complete the missing numbers? 

 

Then, if you fancy a challenge, try this one! 
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Challenge 2 – Problem solving 

 

How will you know if your way really does have the greatest possible number of squares? 

Then try overlapping four squares.  What is the greatest number of squares you can make then?  

 

 

Challenge 3 - Two tasks - Spelling and AR reading  

Task 1 - AR reading  

AR reading session - reading and completion of a quiz (if book has been finished).  

Please use this link to find out if your book is AR https://www.arbookfind.co.uk/  

The page should look like the image opposite. Simply type in the book name or author and if the 
book is part of the AR scheme, it will give the book level and points awarded for each book. Please 
try to read your AR books all week but especially on Friday. We have made sure each child has two 
AR books to read at home.  

Here is the link for quizzing at home - your child’s user name is the first letter of their first name and 
then the first three letters of their surname e.g. For Gilly Gidley - Ggid. Their passwords are all ABC in 
capital letters. Click on the link below and please take care to type in the 7 digit number carefully. 
Your child will be asked to type in their username and password and then click on the orange 
Accelerated reader button and type in the book name you want to quiz on. 
https://ukhosted109.renlearn.co.uk/7629705  

Task 2 - Spelling/Phonics  

Please learn this rule. After you have learnt the rule, please write a paragraph (content can be 
anything you want) using the new spellings you have learnt. 
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1)	Rule	29:	Explanation

Use	a	hyphen	between	a	prefix and	a	root	word	
ONLY	to	avoid	confusion.

reenter reply							deice							detail

Which	words	are	confusing	to	read?		Why?

re-enter							de-ice	 co-own	

This	is	often	when	the	last letter	of	the	prefix and	
the	first letter	of	the	root	word are	vowels.

2)	Rule	29:	Examples

co-operate

redo

re-elect

detail

re-examine

revisit

costly

remain

co-own

Which	words	have	a	hyphen?		Why?

What	would	they	look	like	without the	hyphen?

THINK:Which	of	the	words	above	do	not	have	
‘de’,	‘re’	or	‘co’	acting	as	a	prefix?
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3)	Rule	29:	Practice

retry
reply
reenter
detail
deice

Starter Challenge	1 Challenge	2
cooperation
represent
coworker
reexamine
revisited

remain
cooperate
control
coown
replay

THINK:Which	word	above	has	a	hyphen	between	a	
consonant	and	a	vowel?		Why?

Which	words	should	have	a	hyphen?		Why?

4)	Rule	29:	Further	examples
Hyphen	

between	prefix	
and	root	word

Note

co-ordinate
co-own

co-operate
re-enter
de-ice

re-examine
co-worker
re-examine
co-operation

re-elect	

Some	words	may	be	
spelt	with	/	without	
a	hyphen	depending	
on	their	meaning.		

E.g.	recover	from	an	
illness	(no	hyphen),	
re-cover	a	book	

(hyphen).	

Words	like	this	are	
very	unlikely	to	be	

tested.

NOTE:	Some	words	that	the	DFE	states	should be	spelt	with	a	hyphen	(e.g.	co-operate)	
may	often	be	found	spelt	without	a	hyphen	in	books	and	on	websites.

remain
report
coped

represent
return
control
reply
costly
regret
detail

respond
really

Other	words	
that	do	not	need	

a	hyphen
(but	may	be	confused)

No	hyphen	
between	prefix	
and	root	word

retry
redo
revisit
resell
replay
retake


